
1st dam
Hi N Dry SI 96, by Royal Shake Em. 3 wins to 4, $37,994, 2nd Ajax Distaff Challenge. Dam of 1 foal of racing age.

2nd dam
ITS A DRY HEAT TB, by Dixieland Heat. 2 wins to 4, $9,503. Dam of 9 foals to race, 7 ROM, including—

HEAT WARNING SI 105 (c. by A Regal Choice). 11 wins to 6, $186,480, Desert Classic Futurity, AQRA-Turf Paradise Derby, Mike Hastings Memorial S., Desert Classic Derby [R], 2nd Turf Paradise Champ. Challenge, Turf Paradise Champ. twice, 3rd Z Wayne Griffin Director’s Inv.-Div 1, finalist Champion of Champions S. [G1], AQHA Challenge Champ. S. [G1].

TEXAS TORNADOE SI 99 (f. by Texas Icon). 5 wins to 4, 2019, $45,489, AQRA Southwest Futurity, AQRA Turf Paradise Futurity, 3rd Wayne Brasher Memorial S.


Mayhem Mae SI 93 (f. by Throwin A Fit). Winner to 3, $24,846, 2nd Desert Classic Futurity [R] [G3].

One Hot Dejon SI 102 (g. by Dejon). Placed, 2 to 4, $11,004, 2nd Arizona QRA Futurity [R], 3rd Margie Bryan ASOA Futurity [R].

3rd dam
DROP’N DANCE, by Dance Centre. 5 wins, 2 to 4, $24,463. Dam of 1 other foal.

4th dam
DROPPY, by Brush Cutter. 2 wins at 2, $5,187. Dam of 8 foals to race, 7 winners—

Wild Drop SI 103 (Three Oh’s Wild). 10 wins in 19 starts to 3, $37,964, AQRA Princess S., Joe Bassett Futurity [R], 2nd Prescott Downs Derby, Arizona QRA Futurity [R], 3rd Kevin Burns Memorial Futurity [R], finalist [G3]. Dam of

Queens Wild Chic SI 95 ($52,380 [G3]), Two Macs SI 97 [G3], Another Drop SI 93; granddam of WILD CHOICE SI 105 ($74,222-NTR), HONEST MAC SI 112 ($65,365), MAC RYON SI 112 ($55,671), SAMS RUNNER SI 93, Mans Gonzco SI 103, Another Drop SI 93.

Quad Drop SI 102 (Three Oh’s Wild). 3 wins to 3, $13,686, Southwestern Derby [R], Dam of FED X DASH SI 96 ($41,381 [G3]), Look Both Ways SI 94; granddam of MAMA MIA BELLA SI 90 ($47,801), Reginas Royal Choice SI 102 (to 3, 2019), The Fed X Choice SI 85, Look Both Ways SI 94, Jess Perfect Girl SI 89 [G3].

Third Drop SI 96 (Three Oh’s Wild). 4 wins to 3, $22,988, 3rd Arizona QRA Futurity [R], Hualapai Downs Futurity [R].

Droppys Wild SI 102 (Three Oh’s Wild). 5 wins at 2 and 3, $15,651, 2nd Gila County Futurity, Santa Cruz County Derby, 3rd AQRA Lassie S.

ENGAGEMENTS: AQRA Desert Classic, PCQHRA Breeders’ Fut. & Derby.

Accredited Arizona Bred. RGP 8/19